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With immense pleasure we bring you the first
issue of our annual newsletter. This will give you
glimpses of the ACM student chapter during the
past year.Have a nice read.
Team ACM

ACM Student chapter,in association with
i3india Technologies and Aakaar IIT
Bombay, had organized IoT Challenge
2020 prelims, a national level event, with
120 participants.

It gives me great pleasure
to present the first issue of
the ACM Student Chapter
Annual Newsletter from
the Department of
Computer Science and
Engineering. It is a blend
of technical and career
aspects motivating its
readers to excel in their
Dr. Jeethu V Devasia
fields. I heartily
Associate Professor &
congratulate the entire
HoD
team, Ms. Divya B and all
Dept. of CSE, VJEC
the student
representatives for their
dedicated efforts in creating the newsletter for
the academic year 2020-2021.
For more pictures see page 5
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Artificial Intelligence / Machine Learning:
How to be in the Game
We are heading towards a more tech-driven future that leads us to computers having human intelligence, we are going to
putting them inside our body, then to brains, connecting them to the cloud, expanding our features and functionality
, allowing others to control us / allowing others to predict what we will do in a point of time , A hybrid version of man and
machine, that’s not just a future scenario. Software engineers of present and future are going to creatively combine the
computing modalities to develop wonders for the future. Here are some insights, facts, applications and tools used across the
Industries that committed to make this wonders. Artificial intelligence implies imparting the abilities of human brains to the
computer (hardware and software). For the last few years, computer scientists have made unbelievable progress in Artificial
Intelligence (AI) to an extent that it reached out to lay man from technology labs and universities. This progress was
made by the combination of AI/ML with Cloud computing , Data Science and IOT and also with new gen GPU processors like
NVIDIA GPU. Today, these technologies are empowering organizations to transform moonshots into real results. Through a
convergence of technology leaps, social transformations, and genuine economic needs, AI is moving from its academic roots to
the forefront of business and industry.
Some of the facts related to AI and ML industries are listed below
The global artificial intelligence market size was valued at USD 39.9 billion in 2019 and is expected to grow at a compound
annual growth rate (CAGR) of 42.2% from 2020 to 2027.( Source : grandviewresearch)
By the year 2025, the global market of AI is expected to be approximately $60 billion; in the year 2016 it was $1.4 billion.
(Source: CMO)
The global GDP of countries will grow by $15.7 trillion by the year 2030 thanks to AI revolution. (Source: MIT)
AI based software can increase the productivity of business by almost 40%. (Source: Accenture)
Startups based on AI grew almost 14 times over the last two decades. (Source: MIT)
Investment in the AI startups and businesses grew 6 times since 2000.(Source: MIT)
Artificial intelligence and Machine learning has been in demand for a long time, however, jobs including deep learning have
risen 35 fold between 2015 and 2017.
AI/ML are now extensively used in almost all the
AI/ML are now extensively used
fields like agriculture, healthcare, manufacturing, and automobile, robotic
in
almost
all the fields like
automations, Banking and finance.
agriculture, healthcare,
manufacturing, and automobile,
robotic automations, Banking and
finance.
This decade brings you
multitude of platforms, applications,
and tools which are based on
artificial intelligence and machine
learning. In order to be in the game
of AI & ML and to stay relevant in
the industry of present and future,
you must equip yourself by learning,
self-practicing the process and tools
used in the industries.
Image Source: http://www.mindmapsoft.com/mind-maps-artificial-intelligence-ai/ai-application/

Buzz words for the next gen technology leaders must be must be TensorFlow, Pytorch , jupyter instead of C , C++ ,JAVA.
Diagram in the next page represents the classifications and tools used in the development cycle of an AI based application.It
should come as no surprise that the best and most important careers of both today and the future reside under the
interconnected fields of machine learning and Artificial Intelligence (AI) with Cloud computing. All this shows that we cannot
avoid these technologies and move forward. This is powering and driving the future of tech, and it's in your best interest to keep
pace if you want to stay relevant in the field.
Top tech companies like Amazon.com, Inc.; Google LLC; Apple Inc.; Facebook; International Business Machines
Corporation; and Microsoft are driving their business with AI and investing significantly in the research and development of AI
and ML. These companies are working for making AI more accessible for enterprise use-cases and offers both consumer
and business-oriented AI products and services .
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Image Source: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/archive/blogs/uk_faculty_connection/microsoft-deep-learning-virtual-machine/

Here are two action points for you
1. Familiarize the below frameworks
TensorFlow
Scikit-learn
Pytorch
Spark ML
Keras
Torch

Chainer
Caffe2
Gluon

2. Visit the below links to get more insight and hands on on AI and ML to be in the AIML game
https://ai.google/
https://cloud.google.com/ai-platform
https://colab.research.google.com/
https://aws.amazon.com/ai/
https://aws.amazon.com/machine-learning/
https://aws.amazon.com/free/machine-learning/
https://gallery.azure.ai/
https://studio.azureml.net/

Jomcy Pappachen
Cloud Migration & DevOps Consultant
Amazon Web Services
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Alumni Corner

Making Yourself Employable
Each one of you would have joined for Bachelors in
Computer Science with the dream of a well paid job or because
your parents wanted you to pursue this branch or may be
because you just ended up here due to some external
influences. Anyways, you are here for the next four years. Let's
see how you can make yourself employable by the end of four
years. I have gone through the same phase, did my engineering
in computer science, got interviewed, taken interviews and
know a thing or two about getting hired or fired.
You might have heard this very often or you will start
making this complaint pretty soon:
The job is advertised for freshers, The company
is asking for experience, how can I have experience
when I am a fresher looking for my first job?
Well, you can blame the system or do something about it.
When you are a fresher and appear for an interview, every
other individual attending the interview have more or less
similar qualifications. For an interviewer to consider you, he/she
needs to see something in you that others don't have. In today’s
tech world, if you don’t have competence, you will struggle
really hard to get some returns out of your bachelors degree
education. Let me tell you this straight, you can’t be employed
in a decent company with just that engineering degree of yours.
Now you may ask why should I learn something extra when
there are *well known* companies mass recruiting freshers and
give training for 6-7 months before giving them a job.
Well my friend, you are getting trained for an offshore
auxiliary job that doesn’t require any real technical competence
and doesn’t offer you any real career growth or experience
advantage, nevertheless to say a low salary package that
doesn’t even cover your expenses. If you don’t end up in one of
the top colleges, there is a high chance you will end up in
interviews for such a role. You may spend 1-3 years and finally
realize that this job is a shame to your engineering degree, your
parents still have to fund you for your daily needs and will
struggle to find a better job because you don’t have any useful
experience and then you may decide to go for higher education
with hope of getting a better job. You just wasted some
beautiful years of your life. Let’s cut all these and consider a
different approach. I cannot guarantee that this works for you
since it worked for me, but if you have that zing in you, you
don’t need my advice either. You should have already figured
out. If you don’t have even the slightest interest or passion in
something, please stop reading here. You will get nothing out of
this. You my friend, first need to figure out what you want to do
in your life.
Now if you are still with me, I am going to focus on the points
that can make you stand out and effectively express your
capabilities to the interviewer, because that is what matters.
The engineering degree doesn’t make you employable, unlike a
specialised diploma or trade course that teaches you a
profession or job. Engineering degree just gives you a base or
foundation of fundamental knowledge and concepts.

You need to work on it, specialize in one particular field
and gain expertise by constantly learning more about your
area of interest. For example, learn a new programming or
scripting language with a small learning curve like Python, or
JavaScript, go for a part time technical course that teaches
about robotics, networking or web & mobile app development,
write a program/script outside your course syllabus that solves
one of your everyday problems, for example, a script to
download your favourite songs from YouTube or a script that
periodically polls university website to see if results are
published, etc. Join edx or udemy e-learning course platforms
and learn some technical skills or improve your existing
expertise, create a blog using platforms like Wordpress or
Blogger and start publishing meaningful content that others
might be interested in. While you put a lot of effort to learn all
these by yourself, you will learn a lot of things in the
background that will give you first hand exposure to real world
experience. The most important and final progression to this is
to do your mini project and main project by yourself, for it will
boost your morale and abilities.
Make the best use of internet and library when you are
stuck, use Google and StackOverflow to figure your way out of
any technical problems. If you are into programming, register
yourself an account in Github and share your programs/scripts
there. I know a lot of recruiters who reached out to me after
looking through my Github profile. If all these sounds
interesting and is inline with your passion, the next thing you
should do is to figure out what a top engineer do in day to day
basis. Talk with your working relatives and seniors to
understand what they do, the technologies they use, how they
keep themselves updated etc. You need to talk with different
people to get a whole picture since different people have
different levels of experience and exposure. Once you get an
idea, give a try to understand the basic examples of these
technologies, understand the buzz words in the industry like
AI, Machine Learning, Blockchain, Containers, Serverless etc.
Read about them and see if you have found any topic of
interest. Try to at least do a very basic Hello World with the
technology. The good thing is, now you can tell a lot of fancy
stuff in an interview than a generic fresher.
Another important aspect is Soft skills. It’s all about how
you can present yourself or make a person understand your
expertise and skills. If you are highly qualified but can’t speak
for yourself, then everything is a waste. Join professional
bodies like ACM, IEEE or CSI not just for name sake, but
actively participate in them to improve your soft and technical
skills. Go for techfests, academic and technical conferences
and try to participate in events within your capabilities. Network
with people and that can change your life. I ran a professional
conference with my pocket money during my final years with a
bunch of enthusiastic IEEE friends who were really good at
organising things and the guy who came to speak at that
conference became my first manager soon after I graduated.
So you never know!

Contd in next page...
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Once you improve your technical and soft skills, the next major thing is documentation of your expertise. I am talking
about CV or Resume. Don’t even think of copying that generic format everyone else is using. I wrote a detailed article on
how to write a resume.
You can access that here: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/how-write-application-security-resume-ajin-abraham/
It talks about how to write an Application Security resume, but the main points are valid across all technical fields. When you
are about to start job hunting, create a professional social media presence and promote yourself. A LinkedIn profile can
exponentially increase your chance of getting the right connections and opportunities. Don’t just create a profile and leave it
for stale, but actively maintain it throughout your career as it can be of real help in career growth via future opportunities.
And finally don’t rush away and accept the first job offer that you have received if it’s not in line with your passion.
Remember if you can get one offer, you can get others too. Keep trying for things that other people say you can’t achieve.
Take calculated risks as they are very rewarding and it’s all about making the right decision at the right time. Good Luck!

Ajin Abraham
Sr. Application Security Engineer
Chime Bank
Canada
Batch : 2010-'14 CSE

Prelims Winners

Febin, Arun, Thomas & Vyshak
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Janvin, Aswin, Abhinand & Jinto

Karun, Akshay, Rohith & Shebin

Linisha, Agin, Arundhathi & Vivek

Achal, Aalap, Sidharth & Farzeen

Ms. Aleena Joseph has been awarded the
Student Scholarship to attend GHCI '20, Asia's
largest gathering of women technologists. The
event is conducted by AnitaB.org and presented
in partnership with ACM India.

Mr. Rohith P R, S6 CSE was selected to attend
Spark AR Facilitator workshop organized by
Facebook School of Innovation conducted from
Feb 29 - March 01, 2020 . He had applied to this
workshop through the information available in
the ACM India FB page.

2019-20
Ambassadors for ACM
Grand Prize Winner
Ms. Divya B, faculty sponsor for ACM VJEC
chapter has won the 2019-2020 Ambassador for
ACM grand prize, an Apple Homepod.
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Write-A-Thon
Article Contest

We had organized a workshop for the CSE
students on Google Explore ML-beginners track on 29 th
Oct 2019. The workshop was handled by Mr. Arjun
Govindan, Google ML facilitator (S7 CSE). The
workshop was attended by 36 final year and pre-final
year students. The workshop covered basics of Machine
Learning and all the participants were issued “Certificate
of Completion” by Google.
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Our chapter organized an article contest
in the areas related to Machine Learning,
Internet of Things and Edge AI for the CSE
students on September 6th, 2020. The first
prize was won by Mr. Uvais Hassan, S1 CSEA Batch, for the article titled "At the Edge of
Future". Second prize was won by Ms. Aleena
Joseph, S5 CSE, for the article titled “Can AI
eliminate depression too”. Third prize was won
by Ms. Kavya Padmanabhan, S7 CSE, for the
article titled “ Security of Internet of Things”.

"Cywiro"
Online Debugging Contest
Our chapter organized an online debugging
contest for the VJEC students on 18th May 2020. We
had 66 participants for the event. The winners of the
event were Mr. Aromal Joseph, S6 CSE (first prize)
and Mr. Febin Johnson, S6 CSE (second prize). The
event was coordinated by Mr. Rohith P R(Chair, ACM
Student Chapter) and Mr. Agin Chandran (Secretary,
ACM Student Chapter).
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"Cognite"
Online Quiz Contest
Our chapter organized an online quiz
contest for the VJEC students on 25th May
2020. We had 41 participants for the event. The
winners of the event were Mr. Amal, S8 CSE
(first prize) and Ms. Aishwarya M, S6 CSE
(second prize). The event was coordinated by
Ms. Jewel Joseph (Vice Chair, ACM Student
Chapter) and Ms. Aleena Joseph (Execom
member, ACM Student Chapter).

Webinars Organized
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Website and Mobile App
A team of ACM Student Chapter
members has developed a website
for the chapter. You can reach the
website by clicking
http://acmvjec.000webhostapp.com/
The site is currently hosted on the
free domain for testing and for
improving based on feebacks and/or
suggestions. There is also a mobile
app, "ACM Coterie" which is
available for download on the website
itself.
The team members are
Mr. Aromal Joseph, S7 CSE
Mr. Josekutty George, S7 CSE
Mr. Arun Augustine, S7 CSE
Mr. Febin Johnson, S7 CSE
Ms. Jewel Joseph, S7 CSE
Mr. Thomas Anto, S7 CSE
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Student chapter
members, along with the
faculty sponsor, had
attended the ACM India
Annual Meet-2019 held
at Rajagiri School of
Engineering &
Technology, Kochi, on
8th February 2019.

Student Chapter Bearers

Previous Chapter Bearers
Chair - Ms. Varada M V
Vice Chair - Ms. Ann Mary George
Secretary - Mr. Akshay T
Treasurer - Ms. Bindya Rajeev
Membership Chair - Mr. Akshay Surendran T
Faculty Sponsor - Ms. Divya B
Execom Ms. Malavika Muralidharan
Ms. Niveditha V Nair
Mr. Rohith P R
Media & Publicitity Mr. Akash Augustine Kappukattu
Ms. Jewel Joseph
Mr. Nijil P T

Current Chapter Bearers
Chair - Mr. Rohith P R
Vice Chair - Ms. Jewel Joseph
Secretary - Mr. Agin Chandran
Treasurer - Mr. Akshay Mohan
Membership Chair - Mr. Davis Sabu
Faculty Sponsor - Ms. Divya B
Execom Mr. Alan Saji
Ms. Aleena Joseph
Ms. Natasha K V
Mr. Nihal Manoj
Media & Publicity Ms. Arundhathi Anil
Ms. Linisha Suresh
Mr. Vivek Rajan Nair

Compiled & Edited By : Ms. Divya B
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